This paper presents an overview of the analysis and measurements of equilibrium radiation obtained in the NASA Ames Research Center's Electric Arc Shock Tube (EAST) facility as a part of recent testing aimed at reaching shock velocities up to 15.5 km/s. The goal of these experiments was to measure the level of radiation encountered during high speed Earth entry conditions, such as would be relevant for an asteroid, inter-planetary or lunar return mission. These experiments provide the first spectrally and spatially resolved data for high speed Earth entry and cover conditions ranging from 9.5 to 15.5 km/s at 13.3 and 26.6 Pa (0.1 and 0.2 Torr). The present analysis endeavors to provide a validation of shock tube radiation measurements and simulations at high speed conditions. A comprehensive comparison between the spectrally resolved absolute equilibrium radiance measured in EAST and the predictive tools, NEQAIR and HARA, is presented. In order to provide a more accurate representation of the agreement between the experimental and simulation results, the integrated value of radiance has been compared across four spectral regions (VUV, UV/Vis, Vis/NIR and IR) as a function of velocity. Results have generally shown excellent agreement between the two codes and EAST data for the Vis through IR spectral regions, however, discrepancies have been identified in the VUV and parts of the UV spectral regions. As a result of the analysis presented in this paper, an updated parametric uncertainty for high speed radiation in air has been evaluated to be [9.0%, -6.3%]. Furthermore, due to the nature of the radiating environment at these high shock speeds, initial calculations aimed at modeling phenomena that become more significant with increasing shock speed have been performed. These phenomena include analyzing the radiating species emitting ahead of the shock and the increased significance of radiative cooling mechanisms. * Research Scientist, Aerothermodynamics Branch, Moffett Field, and Member AIAA. aaron.m.brandis@nasa.gov † A significant portion of this work for this article was performed while employed
I. Introduction
A s radiation may contribute a significant fraction of the heat flux for high speed return to Earth trajectories, detailed simulations and experiments have been undertaken to quantify this radiation and evaluate associated uncertainties. 1, 2, 3, 4 Previous studies have identified differences between the experimental measurements taken in the Electric Arc Shock Tube (EAST) facility 5 at the NASA Ames Research Center and theoretical models, 2 such as Neqair 6 and Hara. 7, 8 Understanding these uncertainties is important for the selection of the thermal protection system (TPS) material, particularly when the radiative heat flux becomes large compared to the convective heat flux. Obtaining radiative heating data from flight missions is often difficult, and therefore it is important to measure and validate simulation tools with ground testing facilities. Prior to the high speed EAST measurements presented in this paper, an analysis conducted by Johnston et al. 9 calculated the radiative parametric uncertainty for Earth re-entry to be [32%, -21%] at 15 km/s excluding the effect of ablation products a . The present analysis will provide a further insight into the accuracy of theoretical models, and improve understanding of a regime of experimental data that has not previously been validated. The validation will comprise of spectral and spatial comparisons of VUV, UV/Vis, Vis/NIR and IR emission data as measured on the EAST facility with predictive modeling tools.
II. Description of the EAST Facility
The EAST facility at NASA Ames Research Center was developed to simulate high-enthalpy, "real gas" phenomena encountered by hypersonic vehicles entering planetary atmospheres. Experiments are performed to match flow parameters relevant to flight, such as velocity, static pressure, and atmospheric composition. The basic principle behind testing in the EAST facility is that the shock-heated test gas in the tube simulates conditions behind the bow shock of a re-entry vehicle. EAST has the capability of producing superorbital shock speeds using an electric arc driver with a driven tube diameter of 10.16 cm. 10, 11 The region of valid test gas lies between the shock front and the contact surface that separates the driver and driven gases. The test duration is defined as the axial distance between these two points divided by the local shock velocity. The characteristics of the EAST arc driver result in test durations of approximately 4 -10 µs. Though short, this test duration is often sufficient to capture the peak non-equilibrium shock radiation and the decay to equilibrium conditions. As the shocked gas arrives at the location of the test section in the tube, spectrometers attached to Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) are gated and the spectral and spatial emission of the gas are analyzed. EAST utilizes four spectrometers per shot, each associated with four different wavelength ranges. These cameras are referred to as: VUV (∼ 120 -215 nm), UV/Vis (∼ 190 nm -500 nm), Vis/NIR (∼ 480 nm -900 nm), and IR (∼ 700 nm -1650 nm).
II.A. Test Conditions
The nominal test conditions were chosen to be representative of the Multi Purpose Crew exploration Vehicle's (MPCV's) re-entry into Earth's atmosphere during a lunar return mission. This corresponds to a shock speed of approximately 10 km/s, free stream pressures ranging from 13.3 Pa (0.1 Torr) to 26.6 Pa (0.2 Torr) 12, 13 and a test gas composition of 79% N 2 and 21% O 2 by mole. However, in order to better ascertain the dependency of the shock speed on radiation, shots were aimed at expanding the testing conditions to encompass speeds up to 15.5 km/s. This expanded data-set provides a more complete picture to analyze the relationship between shock speed and emitted radiation and allows for a more robust comparison with simulations. Figure 1 shows a comparison of EAST testing conditions with various flight missions that re-entered Earth's atmosphere. The flight mission conditions have been scaled to match density by accounting for the difference in ambient temperature in the upper atmosphere versus the laboratory. Four sets of EAST data are shown, denoted Test 46, 10 47, 5 50 12, 13 and 52. Data from these tests may be obtained publicly by contacting the authors.
III. Analysis Approach

III.A. Brief Description of Codes
Non-EQuilibrium AIr Radiation (Neqair) is a line-by-line radiation code which computes spontaneous emission, absorption and stimulated emission due to transitions between various energy states of chemical species along a line-of-sight. 6 Individual electronic transitions are considered for atoms and molecules, with the molecular band systems being resolved for each rotational line. Since the report of Whiting et al., 6 numerous updates have been incorporated into Neqair, such as: using the latest version of the NIST atomic database (version 5.0), 14 using the bound-free cross sections from TOPbase 15 as opposed to inverting the absorption cross-sections of Peach, 16 incorporating the CO 2 database from CDSD-4000, 17 parallelization and improvements to the mechanics of QSS. This latest version of Neqair is known as v14.0. 18 a This uncertainty bound is the sum of all the parametric uncertainties listed in Johnston et al. 9 except for those related to ablation products. The High-temperature Aerothermodynamic RAdiation (Hara) model applied in the present study is discussed in detail by Johnston et al. 7, 8 Hara is based on a set of atomic levels and lines from the NIST 19 and Opacity Project databases. 20 A line-by-line approach is used for atoms and optically thick molecules, while a smeared band model (SRB) is used for optically thin molecules. This approximate molecular model is accurate for the present lunar return applications because the emitting molecular bands are optically-thin. 21 The SRB model has also been shown to be sufficient for modeling strongly absorbing VUV band systems. 7 As with Neqair, the atomic bound-free model is composed of cross sections from TOPbase, 15 however, in Hara these cross sections which were curve fit by Johnston. 7 The process for conducting the simulations is to perform the calculation at a very high spectral resolution followed by a convolution (scan) with a slit function. The slit function used in the simulations is either a square root of a Voigt function or a combination of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function that has been fit to the measured instrument line shape for the particular settings for each shot. 13 While Neqair and Hara share many common features, in particular using the atomic lines and levels obtained from NIST, 19 there are some important differences between the two codes. These differences being the inclusion of the radiative attachment mechanism and TOPbase atomic lines 7 in Hara, both of which are not implemented in Neqair. A summary of the line and band systems for Earth entry implemented in Neqair and Hara is shown in Table 1 .
III.B. Issues Related to Modeling of EAST Results
The simulations for modeling the radiation measured in the EAST facility are an idealized approximation of the actual tube flow phenomena. Firstly, the simulations are based on an assumption that the flow reaches equilibrium, with the post-shock conditions being calculated by Cea (Chemical Equilibrium with Applications). 22 The reason for using equilibrium post-shock conditions is due to CFD computations for flight showing that the flow relaxes to an equilibrium state approximately 0.4 cm behind the normal shock, as seen in Fig. 2 . The nonequilibrium peaks seen in translational temperature and electron number density are at a finer resolution than what is currently measured during the EAST experiments. Figure 2 shows the results of a computation performed on a hemisphere of 1 m radius, with the stagnation line taken as representative of the region of relaxation. A 1 m radius was used in the calculation to provide a shock stand off distance sufficiently large enough to allow the gas directly behind the shock to not be affected by the presence of the hemisphere. A two-dimensional grid of size 160 × 245 (stream-wise × normal) was constructed using Gridpro 23 with the grid being large enough to accommodate the bow shock. Flow computations were performed using v4.02.2 of an in-house code, Dplr. 24 An 11-species (N 2 , O 2 , NO, NO + , N + 2 , O + 2 , N, O, N + , O + , e − ) gas model was used in the computations; the reaction mechanism and rates 
associated with this model can be found in the work of Park. 25 In addition to chemical nonequilibrium, the flow field was assumed to be in thermal nonequilibrium as well. Consequently, a two-temperature (T-T v ) model was used. In the two-temperature model employed, the translational, rotational and free-electron modes of molecules are assumed to be in equilibrium (T=T trans =T rot = T e − ), and are distinct from the vibrational and electronic modes of the molecules (T v =T vib =T elec ). The CFD equilibrium state seen in close vicinity behind the shock is in good agreement with the thermodynamic equilibrium state predicted by Cea, as seen in Fig. 2 . As the distance to the stagnation point decreases, the electron number density calculated by CFD can be seen to increase when compared to Cea equilibrium. This is currently believed to be an artifact in the kinetics implemented in the CFD, and not representative of a physically accurate phenomena. Therefore, according to the CFD results, the flow region in EAST that is deemed to show steady state radiance should nominally have reached equilibrium. It is assumed that the stagnation-line flow near the shock is analogous to the flow in the shock tube. However, due to the nature of the shock tube environment, with a decelerating flow, boundary layer growth and limited test time, there is no guarantee that the EAST flow actually reaches thermodynamic equilibrium. It is also possible that the reaction rates used in CFD are not sufficiently well known, particularly when applied to a flow with this level of dissociation and ionization, and therefore may not adequately predict the rate of relaxation to equilibrium. Using this equilibrium assumption in the simulations could lead to discrepancies between the predicted and measured results. Furthermore, the equilibrium calculations presented in this paper are based on the underlying assumption that the inviscid flow is adiabatic (i.e., total enthalpy is conserved across the shock), and therefore do not account for effects such as radiative cooling. Initial calculations attempting to analyze the effect that radiative cooling has on the state of the gas is presented in a following subsection.
III.C. Comparison of Predictions and EAST
This section presents an analysis and comparison of Neqair, Hara and EAST data for the VUV, UV/Vis, Vis/NIR and IR spectral regions coinciding with the four spectral ranges of the spectrometer. The relaxation of the radiation behind the shock front in EAST is analyzed in order to identify the region of shocked gas that has reached a steady-state of radiance. As mentioned in the previous section, based on the comparison to relaxation length scales found in CFD, this steady region is assumed to be in equilibrium. The comparisons are conducted using the same methodology previously published by Brandis et al. 13 The basic idea being that Neqair and Hara are used to simulate the post-shock equilibrium state for all spectral features and regions corresponding to the test conditions performed in EAST. Figures 3 and 4 show a spectral comparison of Neqair, Hara and EAST for four spectral regions ranging from the VUV through to the IR at 15.52 km/s and 0.1 Torr, and at 13.64 km/s and 0.2 Torr, respectively. These experiments were chosen as they represent the two fastest shots from the recent EAST testing at both pressures. The VUV spectral region below 190 nm is a very difficult region in which to obtain data due to the absorption of the emitted radiation by ambient oxygen. Therefore, the collection optics and spectrometer must be located in a vacuum environment, and special windows are required to allow the transmission of photons (UV-Silica for > 165 nm, Sapphire for > 145 nm, and LiF or MgF 2 for > 120 nm). For the current high speed studies, tests were conducted using only the UV-Silica windows to control consumable costs, so data is limited to > 165 nm. The main spectral feature of interest in this range being the nitrogen line at 174 nm. Figures 3(a) and 4(a) show a spectral comparison of Neqair, Hara and EAST in the VUV spectral range. The figures show a comparison between 170 and 180 nm with the integrated intensity versus wavelength also presented. Both codes predict the integrated VUV radiation adequately for both conditions, within 20% of the EAST result.
The UV/Vis region of the spectrometer is one of the more challenging regions to simulate, predominantly due to the background continuum radiation being dominant in this region which has been shown to be substantially under-predicted by theoretical models in the past. 26 The analysis of the UV/Vis region of the spectrum is also approached in a different manner to the VUV region due to the superposition of atomic emission lines with dominant background continuum emission. This means that unlike the VUV region, where single spectral features can be analyzed, the UV/Vis spectral region needs to be analyzed as a whole, as it is very difficult to separate the various emitting features. Figures 3(b) and 4 (b) show comparisons of Neqair, Hara and EAST for the UV/Vis region of the spectrum where the radiance is dominated by the background continuum. Overall, both codes are within 22% of the experiment for both conditions for this spectral range. However, in contrast to previous findings that showed Hara was in better agreement with EAST than Neqair for the UV/Vis region (albeit for lower shock speed conditions, < 11 km/s 13 ), these figures indicate that for higher shock speeds Neqair provides better agreement. Potential reasons for this are discussed later in the paper. This spectral region also shows evidence of TOPBase lines implemented in Hara which appear to be significantly stronger than the EAST measurements indicate. These lines can be seen between 355 to 375 nm. There are also lines present in both Neqair and Hara emitting between approximately 425 to 431 nm, that are not evident in the EAST results.
The Vis/NIR and IR regions of the spectrum are typically easier to simulate due to the radiation being emitted from atomic species only and the influence of the background continuum emission being less significant. Results for these regions are shown in Figs 
III.D. High Speed Phenomena
Due to the high speeds of the recent shots in EAST, new radiating phenomena have been observed, such as identifiable pre-shock radiation and a significant effect due to radiative cooling. These effects can be demonstrated by showing the integrated radiance for the Vis/NIR spectral region at 15.52 km/s and 0.1 Torr, see Fig. 5 (a). The radiance profile versus distance shows several distinct regions. The region from approximately 0 -2 cm predominately shows radiation that has been smeared ahead of the shock due to the instrument function combined with a small amount of what appears to be pre-cursor radiation, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . Figure 5 (b) shows the spectral radiance in front of the shock, after correction for camera smearing. The smearing is assumed to be described by a constant scaling of spectral radiance at the shock front. This corrected spectrum is comprised of emission from the N 2 2nd Positive transition which is not observed behind the shock. From 2.6 -3.5 cm, the nominal equilibrium region can be identified, and following this from 3.5 -8.5 cm appears to be valid test gas showing the influence of radiative cooling. The influence of radiative cooling has been modeled using the coupled Laura/Hara code. These simulations have implemented the tangent slab radiation transport assumption, and although this assumption is not appropriate for a shock tube geometry, it should provide an estimate of radiative cooling at the high velocity conditions. A comparison of EAST and Laura/Hara is presented in Fig. 6(a) . The figure shows a comparison with both uncoupled (no radiative cooling) and coupled (with radiative cooling) Laura/Hara solutions. Figure 6 (a) shows that the coupled solution does indeed show a significant effect due to radiative cooling, however, the rate of cooling is under-predicted when compared to the experimental result. This is consistent with theory as using the tangent slab approximation should under-estimate the amount of cooling. This is due to the approximation assuming a large volume of radiating gas, which could provide more absorption to each spatial point. The translation and vibration temperature profiles corresponding to these simulations is presented in Fig. 6 (b) . This figure shows that the temperature can be up to 5% less for the coupled case in the region just behind the shock. Figure 6 (b) also shows that by including radiative cooling, the shock stand off distance is reduced by approximately 6 cm. 
IV. Overall NEQAIR and HARA Maximum and Minimum Uncertainty Bounds
Due to the large number of shots performed in the EAST facility, there is an excellent basis for a statistical analysis of the data. In this way, the effect of shot-to-shot variation can be observed, and the level of scatter calculated. Furthermore, individual shots can be identified as "outliers" and radiance trends can be seen with respect to shock velocity. In order to develop an accurate assessment of how well Neqair and Hara simulate measured data, it is not necessary to base this assessment on individual shots, but rather by evaluating the simulations against sets of data. 13 However, due to the relatively small number of shots available at 0.2 Torr and at high speed (presently there are 5 shots above 11 km/s at 0.2 Torr), the results obtained at 0.1 Torr have been scaled to be consistent with the 0. been scaled because, overall, there is still a greater number of shots at 0.2 Torr. The scaling factor has been calculated by performing a Neqair calculation at pressures of 0.1 and 0.2 Torr for the given shock speed of the experiment, and calculating the ratio of the integrated radiances for the relevant spectral range. This process is represented in Equation 1:
where I EXP scaled represents the scaled 0.1 Torr data, I Fig. 7(a) for the 730 -890 nm spectral region. It should be noted that the scaled 0.1 Torr data will have the same relative difference compared to the Neqair result at 0.2 Torr as the original 0.1 Torr data would when compared to Neqair results calculated at 0.1 Torr. However, by including the 0.1 Torr data, the trend of the EAST data can be extended in shock velocity, and due to the analysis being based on more data points, increased confidence is then obtained in the trend of the EAST results.
IV.A. Methodology
This section presents the methodology for calculating the upper and lower uncertainty bounds for Neqair and Hara's prediction of EAST. Firstly, each shot is analyzed to classify the quality of the equilibrium plateau reached behind the shock. 13 In the case of the higher speed shots, such as presented in Fig. 5(a) , the equilibrium region is found in approximately the first 1 cm directly behind the shock. Only a small region of equilibrium test time is often observed in these shots before the effect of radiative cooling begins to become significant. Following this, each spectral region and feature of each shot is integrated and plotted as a function of velocity. A function is then fit to the integrated EAST data for the shots showing the best equilibrium characteristics. The coefficients for the fits have been calculated using the software Igor with 1 of 3 functional forms. These forms have been denoted as Modified Arrhenius (Eq. 2; abbreviated to Mod Arrh), Hill (Eq. 3) and Modified Hill (Eq. 4; abbreviated to Mod Hill). These functional forms are shown below:
The Hill equation was developed as a functional form for applications in biochemistry, with the form being similar to a sigmoidal function. 27 It has been noted that there is a strong connection between the Hill equation and the laws of equilibrium reactions, 28, 29 as it has been used to fit experimental data from various physiochemical reactions, such as enzymatic reactions, 30 acetylcholine on muscular cells 31 and absorption of molecules on surfaces. 32 These examples, as indicated by Goutelle et al., 27 suggest there are some arguments for a relative universality of equilibrium principles. Equations 2 and 4 also contain a linear component to the fit (m × v + c). The linear component was added to improve the fits for some of the spectral ranges at shock speeds lower than approximately 9.5 km/s. Without the linear component, some fits showed a bias to over-predict the EAST result at these lower speeds. The fit chosen for each spectral region is determined by minimizing both the standard deviation and mean of the residuals (the residual being the difference of each EAST data point to the fit, normalized by the fit). Figure 7(a) shows an example where the Hill functional form has been applied to the 0.2 Torr and scaled 0.1 Torr EAST data for the 730 -89 nm spectral range. The percentage deviation from each point to the fit is determined, and from this, the mean and standard deviation in the scatter of EAST is calculated, as seen in Fig. 7 (b) . Uncertainty in the shock speed is in this way contained within the standard deviation, provided that the error in shock speed follows a random distribution. A function is then calculated that is the relative difference of the computational results and the fit of the EAST data, normalized against the experimental value, to provide an error in terms of the relative uncertainty. This function is shown as the solid red curve in Fig. 7(c) . Finally, the standard deviation in the scatter of the EAST data and the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the EAST mean is added and subtracted to this function, providing the upper and lower uncertainty bounds for each spectral region, refer to the solid black lines and dashed red lines in Fig. 7 (c) respectively. The 95% confidence interval is calculated using t-distribution statistics due to the relatively small data-set sample size and being in close proximity to a normal distribution. The confidence intervals are evaluated through the following formula:
wherex n is the sample mean, n is the number of samples, t a,n−1 is the t score evaluated at a% confidence and n − 1 degrees of freedom and S n is the sample standard deviation For the particular example of Fig. 7 (c) the mean difference between Neqair and EAST for this region spans from 9 to -14% over the velocity range of 10 to 15.5 km/s. The figure also shows the 95% confidence interval in the mean EAST result being [7.4%, -4.8%] with one standard deviation in the scatter of the EAST results being 16.5%. It would be overly conservative to use this as error bounds over the entire trajectory, when in fact the error can be described as a velocity-dependent bias, plus the 95% confidence interval to provide an assessment of the experimental uncertainty.
IV.B. Results
Once the bounds for each spectral region and feature have been determined as a function of velocity, the influence of these uncertainties on the overall uncertainty can be evaluated. This is achieved by weighting each spectral range uncertainty by the amount of radiance emitted in each specific wavelength region. The weighting is evaluated by using the EAST fits as the baseline. For each spectral range, the percentage of the emitted radiation in that range compared to the overall radiation emitted is deemed to be the weighting factor. The weighting factors can then be used as a multiplier for each wavelength range, and then summed over all the spectral regions investigated to obtain the overall uncertainty. This process is represented by equation 6, where U tot is the total uncertainty, n is the number of spectral ranges investigated, I j is the intensity for the jth spectral region, I tot is the total intensity defined in equation 7 and U j is the uncertainty for the jth spectral region. 13 Information regarding the individual spectral regions fits are provided in Tables 2 and 3 . Table 2 shows the coefficients for each fit of each region analyzed. These fits can be used for comparisons of trends found in the EAST data with other experiments or simulations. There are some gaps in the wavelength regions analyzed due to these regions either containing contamination lines (usually H-alpha or carbon), have no significant spectral features or having not yet been measured at high speed. The standard deviation of the scatter around the fit and the 95% confidence interval in the mean of the EAST data at 13 km/s is also presented in Table 3 to give an idea of the significance of any discrepancies between future comparisons of simulations with EAST. Finally, the sum of residuals from the fit is provided to give an indication of any bias in the fit (this value is also the sample mean used in the calculation of the confidence intervals).
Figures showing the comparison of Neqair, Hara and EAST with 0.2 Torr and scaled 0.1 Torr EAST data covering from the VUV to IR spectral regions are shown in Appendix A. For each wavelength range the comparison is shown on both a log and linear scale. The log scale has been used to highlight the overall trend of the comparison and any discrepancies at the lower speeds. The linear scale has been used to highlight the significance of the uncertainty and the 95% confidence intervals, while also showing any discrepancies at the higher speeds. An example of three such plots is shown in Fig. 8 . The reason these three plots have been used as an example is to show the biggest discrepancy between the codes and EAST (Fig. 8(a) ), and the biggest discrepancy between the two codes ( Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) ). Figure 8 (a) shows that at speeds around 10 km/s both codes are in close agreement with EAST, however, between 10.5 and 14.5 km/s, there is a substantial over-prediction of the 174 nm nitrogen line. Not only is the magnitude not in good agreement, but the trend between the codes and EAST is different. It was hypothesized that boundary layer absorption not accounted for in the simulations could be responsible for the disagreements. Therefore, the potential for boundary layer absorption causing a decrease in the measured radiation was investigated by approximating the boundary layer as a thin constant property layer, through which the radiation from the core flow must pass. The pressure of this thin layer was assumed equal to the core flow and in chemical equilibrium at a range of temperatures from 1000 to 8000 K, while the thickness of this layer was varied from 0.5 to 2 cm. For all cases, the only noticeable absorption occurred below 140 nm and the boundary layer did not contribute any noticable emission. The influence of the boundary layer on the present measurements is therefore limited to the decrease in the path length of the core flow, which is equal to twice the boundary layer thickness. For optically thin regions of the spectrum, this path length decrease will result in a proportional decrease in the measured intensity. Without a full CFD solution of the EAST facility available, it is presently assumed that the boundary layer thickness is negligible.
Uncertainty in Stark broadening parameters has previously been shown to influence the intensity of VUV radiance (approximately a 10 -15% change in intensity when the Stark width is increased or decreased by a factor of 2 at 10.98 km/s and 0.15 Torr). 2 However, if it is assumed that this relationship of Stark broadening and radiative intensity is constant with shock speed, the 15% increase would not be sufficient to provide perfect agreement between the simulations and experiment.
Uncertainty in the flow temperature of EAST could plausibly provide a reason for the discrepancy as the 174 nm nitrogen line is strongly absorbed (> 99% of the total emission is absorbed), and therefore the intensity is strongly dependent on temperature. According to a calculation performed with Neqair, for the condition at 13.64 km/s and 0.2 Torr, a decrease of 2% and 5% from the nominal equilibrium temperature results in a reduction of the radiance by 15% and 35% respectively. This level of reduction in radiance is similar in magnitude to what would be needed to provide good agreement between the simulations and experiment. If the temperature is indeed less than equilibrium (as shown in the coupled Laura/Hara solution presented in Fig. 6(b) ), it could be an indication of the presence of radiative cooling taking effect in the nominated equilibrium region of the flow. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) shows a comparison between the 2 codes and EAST for a spectral region dominated by background continuum, and is therefore an example of the biggest discrepancy between Neqair and Hara. As previously mentioned, Hara models the contribution to the continuum from electron attachment which is not implemented in Neqair and uses a curve fit for the bound-free where as Neqair implements the full TOPBase database. The magnitude in the differences between Neqair and Hara for the various mechanisms providing continuum radiation is shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows that the most significant contributor to the background continuum is that resulting from bound-free nitrogen. It is also clear from the figure, that by implementing the full cross sections from TOPbase, the nitrogen bound-free continuum is significantly higher in VUV/UV spectral range (from approximately 200 -250 nm). Furthermore, Figs. 9(a) and 9 (b) show that the continuum resulting from N − is comparable in magnitude to that of the nitrogen bound-free at 10 km/s. However, at 15.5 km/s, the N − is relatively negligible, as seen in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) . The TOPBase lines implemented in Hara can also clearly be observed in Figs. 3(b) and 4 (b) and appear to be significantly stronger than those present in the EAST data. The superposition of these TOPBase lines (and corresponding line wings) may also provide an elevated level of background continuum. If the TOPBase lines were to be removed from the Hara simulation, the integrated intensity in the UV/Vis from 330 to 480 nm at 13.64 km/s and 0.2 Torr would decrease from approximately 35 W/cm 2 sr to 32 W/cm 2 sr and therefore be in closer agreement to EAST. These differences in implementation are the source of the discrepancies seen between the Neqair and Hara results presented in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) . Figure 8 (b) shows that Neqair shows very good agreement with EAST while Hara under-predicts this background continuum dominated spectral region. The spectral range shown in Fig. 8(c) is a little more complicated as atomic emission is also present. The figure shows that from approximately 10 to 12 km/s, both Neqair and Hara are in good agreement with the EAST data. However, from 12 to 15.5 km/s, the Hara result begins to over predict EAST. Figure 10 shows a plot of the EAST fits evaluated at shock speeds of 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 km/s with comparisons to the results obtained from Neqair and Hara. It should be noted that the significance of the VUV is reduced in this figure compared to what has previously been reported, 13 and this is due to the limited wavelength range the data obtained in EAST during the high speed test campaign (Test 52). The previous analysis extended in the VUV down to 129 nm, 13 while this analysis only shows data to 170 nm. As has been previously mentioned, it was concluded by Brandis et al. 13 that EAST shows good equilibrium characteristics for shock speeds from 10 -11.5 km/s, and consequently the experimental results were shown to be in good agreement with both Neqair and Hara. From the results presented in Fig. 10 this good agreement can be seen to continue up to shocks speeds of 15.5 km/s. This would indicate that the trend of electron number density measurements 12 in EAST reaching equilibrium for shock speeds faster than approximately 10.2 km/s continues to higher speeds. The good agreement is especially highlighted for both Neqair and Hara in the Vis/NIR, where both codes are on average within 4% of the EAST result and in the IR where both codes are within 13%. The agreement is found to be the worst for the VUV where Neqair and Hara are on average within 45% (peaking at 80%). As has been reported earlier, the biggest difference between the two codes is in the UV/Vis, where Hara is on average within 7% of the EAST result, while Neqair is on average within 12% of EAST. Results of the overall summation of uncertainty are shown in Fig. 11 . The level of agreement is reported in terms of the 95% confidence of the mean, rather than the standard deviation in the level of scatter of the EAST result (as was previously reported by Brandis et al. 13 ). Figure 11 shows the percent disagreement of the models with respect to the mean EAST result and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. The figure shows that from approximately 9.8 km/s to 11 km/s, both codes are under-predicting the EAST data. Some of this disagreement, as suggested by the electron number density data presented by Cruden, 12 could be due to chemical nonequilibrium flow effects in EAST. Between 9.6 km/s and 10.2 km/s, the electron number density was significantly higher than equilibrium. Consequently, by using the electron number density calculated at equilibrium, the radiation would in turn be under-predicted (as shown in Fig. 11 ). At present, the best hypothesis for the higher than equilibrium electron number density measurement relates to the deceleration of the shock due to viscous effects. This attenuation of the shock may cause the observed data to reflect the elevated temperature and density created at the higher shock speeds upstream of the test section. 10, 33, 34 From 10.2 to 11 km/s the electron number density measurements began approaching equilibrium. This is VUV"""""""""""""" (170"+"180nm)" UV/Vis""""""""""""""""""" (182+217"&" 339+471nm)" Vis/NIR"""""""""" (507+890nm)" IR""""""""""""" VUV"""""""""""""" (170"+"180nm)" UV/Vis""""""""""""""""""" (182+217"&" 339+471nm)" Vis/NIR"""""""""" (507+890nm)" IR""""""""""""" (890+1388nm)" Radiance,"W/cm 2 "sr" EAST% NEQAIR% HARA% (e) Fig. 11 where from 9.8 to 10.8 km/s both codes are showing an improving level of agreement to the EAST result. Then, from 10.8 to 15.5 km/s the agreement between both codes is excellent. This excellent level of agreement indicates that EAST remains in equilibrium at high speed. Furthermore, these results show that for conditions when the EAST facility is showing good equilibrium characteristics, the equilibrium calculations performed with Neqair and Hara predict the measured radiance very well. Both codes are either close to, or within, the 95% confidence interval of the experimental data. By including radiative attachment and the atomic lines from TOPbase, closer agreement is obtained with the experimental results at low speed. However, this may be fortuitous agreement due to the increase in electron number density observed in EAST compared to equilibrium. While it is clear that at least some of the TOPbase lines absent from NIST are present in experiment, the accuracy of these coefficients still needs to be assessed. It is less clear whether the radiative attachment mechanism is accurately modeled, as the available cross-sections for this process were derived over 40 years ago before the potential energy curves of N − were well understood. 35 The influence of these uncertainties in Hara is discussed in Johnston et al. 9 Finally, the maximum and minimum difference between the ± 95% confidence interval of either simulation and EAST is used to provide an updated parametric uncertainty for high speed Earth entry. This results in a parametric uncertainty bound for air radiation of [9.0%, -6.3%] on average. The level of agreement with the EAST data as presented in this paper has significantly improved compared to previously reported values. 36 The improved agreement is due to the updates implemented in the latest release of Neqair, in particular using TOPBase for continuum radiation. This improved level of agreement is highlighted in Fig. 8(b) , a spectral region where the previous version of Neqair showed a substantial under prediction. 36 The parametric uncertainty quoted by Johnston et al. 9 accounted for the uncertainty in stagnation point radiative heating resulting from the uncertainty in parameters related to both air and ablation products at shock speeds ranging from 11 to 15 km/s. The analysis covered uncertainty in atomic and molecular band oscillator strengths, atomic line stark broadening, atomic photoionization, Opacity Project lines, negative ion photo-detachment, ionization potential lowering and photo-ionization edge shifts. As the present work does not simulate any effect due to ablation, the total updated parametric uncertainty is now presented to be the bounding average percent differences between the Neqair, Hara and EAST results combined with the uncertainty related to ablation products as quoted by Johnston et al. 9 Structural uncertainties in the baseline simulations due to turbulence modeling, precursor absorption, grid convergence, and radiative transport uncertainties was determined by Johnston et al. 9 to be [34%, -24%]. A summary of the previous and updated parametric, structural and total uncertainty at a range of shock speeds from 11 to 15 km/s is shown in Table 4 . The table shows that on average there is a 15% to 30% reduction in the parametric uncertainty compared to the previous values reported by Johnston et al. 9 
V. Conclusion
The recent high speed testing in EAST has provided the first spectrally and spatially resolved radiance measurements for shock speeds up to 15.5 km/s. The results presented in this paper provide a validation and comparison of simulation tools and EAST data for a high shock speed Earth entry regime. The integrated radiance for four spectral regions has been analyzed and compared between Neqair, Hara and the nominal equilibrium results obtained from the EAST data. The results have shown very good agreement between Neqair and Hara for the UV through IR spectral regions. Hara predicts a larger radiance in the UV/Vis spectral region due to the inclusion of the radiative attachment mechanisms, which offers some improved agreement to EAST at lower velocities (9 -12 km/s) but an apparent over-prediction at higher velocities (12 -15.5 km/s). Discrepancies in the VUV for Neqair and Hara have been observed with some evidence suggesting this could be linked to uncertainties in the equilibrium temperature of the shocked EAST test gas. The spectral comparisons of Neqair, Hara and EAST in the Vis/NIR spectral region show excellent agreement in terms of both the line intensities and the appearance of the level of the background continuum. The overall percentage disagreement of the models with respect to EAST for 0.2 Torr at 10 km/s is within 20% and from 11 to 15.5 km/s is on average within 2.5%. The overall 95% confidence interval in the mean of the EAST result is on average [5.8%, -7.2%] and the overall standard deviation in the scatter of EAST is ± 17%. An updated bound for the parametric uncertainty for high speed Earth entry has been determined to be [9.0%, -6.3%]. This is a significant reduction in the radiative heating uncertainty for high speed entry as it was previously calculated to be [32%, -21%] 9 at 15 km/s prior to the EAST tests presented in this paper. The high speed EAST measurements also provide a unique data set for the validation of radiative cooling mechanisms implemented in a coupled CFD/radiation solver (such as Laura and Hara) and analyzing precursor radiation. The analysis showed that a significant amount of radiative cooling is observed, but the amount is under-predicted when compared to experiment. Overall, even though good agreement has been observed between Neqair, Hara and EAST, some discrepancies have been identified. The most significant of these being: 1) the under-prediction of the IR spectral range, 2) the discrepancies observed in the VUV and 3) the trend to a worsening level of agreement of the codes compared to experiment at slower shock speeds. Therefore, the focus of future testing should be to re-examine EAST experiments at slower shock speeds (possibly employing a mixture of argon and helium in the driver gas to improve the equilibrium characteristics of the flow), conduct high speed experiments in the deep VUV while also taking measurements that would allow the calculation of electron number density.
Appendix A
Appendix A presents comparisons of Neqair, Hara and EAST for all the spectral regions analyzed in this paper. For each spectral range the 95% confidence interval of EAST is shown with the 1 sigma standard deviation in the level of scatter in the EAST result being indicated by the error bars. The comparisons are also shown on both a log and linear scale. The log scale has been used to highlight the overall trend of the comparison and any discrepancies at the lower speeds. The linear scale has been used to highlight the significance of the uncertainty and confidence intervals, while also showing any discrepancies at the higher speeds. Figure 12 shows results for the VUV where discrepancies can be observed between the codes and the experimental result. Figures 13 and 14 show the results in the UV/Vis, where the biggest discrepancies between the two codes can be observed as these regions are dominated by the background continuum. Figures 15 to 18 show the results for the Vis/NIR where excellent agreement between both codes and EAST can be observed. Figures 19 to 21 show the results for the IR, where both codes are in good agreement with each other, but under-predict the results shown by EAST. 
